EK Barat Shrestra Bharat – Event at KCT

Kumaraguru College of Technology organised an event named “Sangam” on 20th February 2020 at KCT campus. Sangam, an amalgam of the diversity of Indian culture embracing the uniqueness and versatility of the different traditions followed by people throughout the country. From festivals to food, from languages to art, the attendees of the event shared their know how about each culture they have been a part of or witnessed, bringing a give and take away of the vivid and vibrant authenticity of India, thereby a step forward in integrating India and all the twenty nine states with one single motto, that is ‘unity in diversity’.

The objective of this event to satisfy the EK Barat Shrestra Bharat’s following objectives
To CELEBRATE the Unity in Diversity of our Nation and to maintain and strengthen the fabric of traditionally existing emotional bonds between the people of our Country;
To PROMOTE the spirit of national integration through a deep and structured engagement between all Indian States and Union Territories through a year-long planned engagement between States

Around 40 students from various parts of India studying at KCT have participated where they shared their thoughts and cultural background to each others.